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FringeHype
Design, Print, Distribute, Done!

in partnership with



FringeHype was 
set up with one 
thing in mind: 
Make printed 
media for Fringe 
theatre simple!
We were formerly producers and marketers working on the ground at 
the Edinburgh Fringe, before moving onto marketing in 2013. Since then 
we’ve served over 700 Fringe productions for the Edinburgh, Brighton, 
Camden, and Buxton Fringe Festivals. We’ve been Fringe fanatics from 
the start – unlike many other similar services, this isn’t just something 
we do one month of the year; our entire business model is built around 
serving Fringe theatre. Our prices are more competitive, our services 
more bespoke, and our designers more Fringe-focussed than any other 
provider. The design & print requirements for a festival like VAULT are 
different to anywhere else, so why try to make any other model fit? It’s 
time for something new.  
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In 2017 we ran an online platform for the Edinburgh Festival 
that served over 350 companies during the month of August. 
We’re currently redeveloping this platform for 2018 to make 
it more helpful and easier to use than ever before, so our 
systems for working with VAULT and its companies are based 
on briefing forms and email orders until January 2018, when 
we expect the new platform to launch. In the meantime, 
you can email us on vault@fringehype.com, call on 0203 
1378 218 or visit our website at www.fringehype.com to 
discuss your designs and place your print order with us.

FringeHype is about 
making everything as 
easy as possible for you
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Design
Our designers are an award-winning and varied team who 
have vast experience of marketing for theatre, and specifically 
for Fringe theatre. We know how competitive the marketplace 
at an open-access festival like VAULT is, and we know how 
to make you stand out. Take a look at some of our posters for 
proof of that!

Our easy briefing form makes it extremely straightforward to 
give us a strong design brief and make sure that the designs 
are produced in the best way to sell your show. You can tell 
us all you want about the show, and select from hundreds of 
fantastic posters as inspiration – and at all times throughout 
your briefing, feel free to give us a call if you’d like to talk 
through your ideas with one of the creative team in more 
detail.

We can produce your poster design for just £175 + VAT.  
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Our expertise means that we have some of the most competitive 
prices around, and we can ensure that your flyers and posters are 
produced to the high quality you would expect. We can provide 
print on different turnarounds to suit need and cost, and we’re able 
to produce last-minute same-day flyers in quantities up to 1000 
within four hours for you to pick up from our London office or to be 
delivered to the Vaults for a small additional cost.

We know print, too

Some example packages:
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The prices above are based on a 2 day turnaround if placed before 4.00pm.
Prices are inclusive of Delivery and VAT.

Flyers are printed on a 250gsm Silk or Gloss Stock.
Posters are printed on a 135gsm Silk or Gloss Stock.
Other finishes and weights are available.

£59.98 £79.98 £94.98

500 
A6 Flyers

50 
A4 Posters

1000
A6 Flyers

100 
A3 Posters

2000 
A5 Flyers

250 
A3 Posters
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£175.00 + VAT

£40.00 + VAT

Please call for a quotation Please call for a quotation Please call for a quotation

£65.00 + VAT £120.00 + VAT

£120.00 + VAT £25.00 + VAT

A3 Poster Design 
from scratch - original 
artwork

A6 Flyer front

A6 
Flyer Back

Programmes 

Social Media 
Images all platforms

Photoshoot Merchandise

Web Advertising  
GIF set five formats

A3 Poster Design 
from hi-res image provided; 
titling and photo treatment

A6 Flyer front

A3 Poster Design 
from previous run’s full show 
poster; artworking for VAULT

A6 Flyer front

Please call for a quotation

Merchandise

Sample Price List – Design
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A3 Posters A4 Posters
25  £29.99 
50  £33.99
100  £39.99
250  £49.99

25  £28.99 
50  £29.99
100  £33.99
250  £39.99

A6 Flyers A5 Flyers DL Flyers
250  £29.99 
500  £34.99
1000  £39.99
2000  £44.99

250  £39.99 
500  £42.99
1000  £53.99
2000  £64.99

250  £35.99 
500  £43.99
1000  £53.99
2000  £68.99

Sample Price List – Print
Other products are available; these are the most relevant to VAULT!

Other products are available; please call for a full quotation!



Let us know if you’ve got big plans for later in the year; if 
you’re heading south to Brighton or north to Edinburgh 
we’ll be able to plan your show’s design and print 
requirements for multiple runs to make your package as 
efficient and cost-effective for you as possible. 
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Also going to Brighton 
or Edinburgh?
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